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Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of subcallosal cingulate white matter (SCC) may be an effective approach for treatment-resistant

depression (TRD) that otherwise fails to respond to more conventional therapies, but DBS is invasive, costly, and has potential for

adverse effects. Therefore, it is important to identify potential biomarkers for predicting antidepressant response before intervention.

Resting-state EEG was recorded from 12 TRD patients at pre-treatment baseline, after 4 weeks SCC DBS, and after 24 weeks SCC DBS.

Lower frontal theta cordance (FTC) at baseline (and higher FTC after 4 weeks) predicted lower depression severity scores after 24

weeks. Greater FTC increases (baseline–4 weeks) predicted greater decreases in depression severity scores subsequently (4–24 weeks)

and over the course of the study (baseline–24 weeks). Predictive relationships were topographically specific to theta cordance for frontal

electrodes. Thus, results from this pilot study suggest that baseline FTC and changes early in treatment each have utility as biomarkers for

predicting 6-month clinical response to SCC DBS for TRD.
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INTRODUCTION

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) provides an adjustable and
reversible way to modulate activity in targeted brain regions
hypothesized to be dysfunctional in a specific psychological/
behavioral disorder (Kringelbach et al, 2007; Lozano et al,
2008). Although the underlying mechanisms remain unclear
(Kringelbach et al, 2007), DBS has shown clinical utility for
Parkinson’s disease, dystonia, and essential tremor; with
other studies investigating its efficacy for treatment of
epilepsy, Tourette’s syndrome, obsessive compulsive dis-
order among other neurological and psychiatric conditions.
DBS is currently being tested for treatment-resistant
depression (TRD), with preliminary studies showing anti-
depressant efficacy for chronic stimulation of the subcallosal
cingulate white matter (SCC), ventral capsule, and nucleus
accumbens (Bewernick et al, 2010; Holtzheimer et al, 2012;

Kennedy et al, 2011; Lozano et al, 2008; Malone et al, 2009;
Mayberg et al, 2005). The SCC, the most ventral portion of
the cingulate gyrus, is postulated to be a critical node in a
distributed limbic–cortical network responsible for regulat-
ing emotional states and mediating depressive symptoms
(Mayberg, 1997, 2009). Anatomical and functional abnorm-
alities in this putative network have been mapped using
various neuroimaging techniques with consistent involve-
ment of frontal cortex across studies (Davidson et al, 2002;
Hasler and Northoff, 2011; Mayberg, 2009; Price and
Drevets, 2010, 2012). Based on these theoretical assumptions
and observations, SCC has been targeted with DBS for TRD.
Extending open label studies (Kennedy et al, 2011;

Lozano et al, 2008; Mayberg et al, 2005; Holtzheimer et al,
2012) reported a 1-month single-blind sham-lead in study
of 10 unipolar and 7 bipolar TRD patients undergoing
chronic SCC DBS. Replicating past findings, significant
decreases in depression severity scores were associated with
DBS. However, because of invasiveness, cost, and potential
for adverse effects, it is important to identify biomarkers
that can predict antidepressant response before interven-
tion. Therefore, this study examined potential biomarkers
of antidepressant response to SCC DBS in resting-state
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quantitative EEG (QEEG) for 12 patients in the study
reported by Holtzheimer et al (2012).
The present investigation of potential QEEG biomarkers of

antidepressant response to SCC DBS focused on rhythms
in theta frequency (4–8Hz). EEG theta frequencies are
generated by various sources in the human brain including
medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), hippocampus, amygdala, thalamus, as well as multi-
ple striato-cortical circuits (Asada et al, 1999; Knyazev, 2007;
Sauseng and Klimesch, 2008). These structures (and theta
oscillations) are functionally associated variously with attention,
memory, and learning; as well as emotional processing and
self-oriented cognition (Knyazev, 2007; Sauseng et al, 2010;
Sauseng and Klimesch, 2008)Ffunctions characteristically
impacted by depressive disorders. Furthermore, likely theta
generators are much overlapping with the distributed
limbic–cortical network hypothesized to be dysfunctional
in major depressive disorderFand which is targeted by SCC
DBS for TRD (Mayberg, 2009). For these reasons, QEEG theta
measures were selected as likely to show predictive associa-
tions with antidepressant response to treatment by SCC DBS.
Indeed, many prior investigations have focused on

midline frontal theta in relation to depressive states and
changes in these, in response to antidepressant treatment by
medications. Using low-resolution electromagnetic tomo-
graphy, Korb et al (2008) found that current source density
(CSD) across a range of frequencies including theta,
localized to ACC and PFC, was found to be higher for
patients with major depressive disorder compared with
healthy controls. Additionally, Pizzagalli et al (2001, 2002)
and Mulert et al (2007) found that higher theta CSD at pre-
treatment baseline localized to rostral ACC predicted better
clinical response to antidepressant medications, consistent
with findings using PET measures of regional glucose
metabolism (Pizzagalli et al, 2003).
Another method for quantifying EEG frequency informa-

tion, which has been applied extensively to predicting
clinical response to antidepressant medications, is called
cordance (Leuchter et al, 1994). Cordance is a linear
combination of normalized absolute power and relative
power in a specific frequency band at a specific recording
site (additional details are provided in Participants and
methods section), originally proposed as a QEEG measure
for detecting cortical deafferentation (because of, eg, white
matter lesions). Theta cordance is widely interpreted as
reflecting local energy consumption in PFC and ACC
(Leuchter and Cook, 2010). In previous studies in which
patients were treated by antidepressant medications, frontal
theta cordance (FTC) decreases from pre-treatment baseline
have predicted better clinical response (Bares et al, 2008,
2010, 2012; Cook et al, 2002, 2009; Hunter et al, 2010).
Additionally, Bares et al (2012) found higher FTC at baseline
for clinical responders compared with non-responders.
Based on such prior findings, FTC was selected as likely to
show predictive associations with antidepressant response to
treatment by SCC DBS.

Present Study

EEG was recorded at three time points from 12 patients with
TRD undergoing treatment by SCC DBS: at pre-treatment
baseline, after 4 weeks DBS, and after 24 weeks DBS. Theta

cordance values at frontal and posterior recording sites
were examined to identify potential predictors of anti-
depressant response. Two main questions were addressed:
(1) would FTC at baseline predict antidepressant response,
and (2) would early changes in FTC predict antidepressant
response? It was expected that FTC at pre-treatment baseline
and FTC changes early after treatment onset would both
predict antidepressant response to treatment by SCC DBS.

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS

Participants

Data from 12 patients enrolled in a SCC DBS study for TRD
(7 women; mean age¼ 40.42 years, SD¼ 9.78) were included
based on eligibility criteria reported previously (Holtzheimer
et al, 2012). Briefly, patients were diagnosed with either
major depressive disorder (n¼ 9) or bipolar II disorder,
depressed (n¼ 3), had a current depressive episode of at least
12 months, had failed at least four adequate antidepressant
treatments including electroconvulsive therapy, and had no
other major psychiatric or medical comorbidity (additional
patient demographic characteristics and history are reported
in Table 1). Patients remained on current medications with
doses stable for at least 4 weeks before DBS surgery and
throughout the 24 weeks of active DBS. Patients were
prescribed a variety of medications including in many cases
common antidepressant medications and mood stabilizers.
The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review
Boards at Georgia Institute of Technology and Emory
University. Participants gave written informed consent.

Procedure

DBS. DBS parameters were similar at both time points
subsequent to pre-treatment baseline (130Hz, 90ms pulse
width, 6–8mA current). Additional details concerning
location of anatomical target brain tissue, surgery, electrode
implantation, stimulation parameters, and so on, are
reported in Holtzheimer et al (2012), as well as in Mayberg
et al (2005) and Hamani et al (2009). To avoid gross
stimulation artifact, DBS was discontinued just before each
EEG recording session (and was re-started at the conclu-
sion). There were no acute changes in behavior or self-report
with discontinuation of DBS in any of the patients.
Hamilton depression rating scale (HDRS). The 17-item

HDRS (Hamilton, 1960) was used to assess depression severity
throughout the study. For the following analyses, HDRS scores
closest to the time of EEG recording were examined.
Electrophysiological recording and offline data prepara-

tion. To minimize potential drowsiness during resting-state
EEG recording, patients were seated at a workstation and
were asked to keep their eyes open while maintaining
fixation on a cross presented centrally on the computer
monitor. Furthermore, a researcher was present in the room
during EEG recording to monitor patients for drowsiness.
EEG was recorded from each participant at rest for 4min
using a BioSemi Active-Two amplifier system (Amsterdam,
The Netherlands). Data were digitized at 1024Hz. Scalp
potentials were recorded from 32 channels: FP1/2, F7/8, F3/
4, Fz, C3/4, Cz, P7/8, P3/4, Pz, T7/8, O1/2, Oz, AF3/4, FC1/2,
CP1/2, PO3/4, FC5/6, and CP5/6. Two additional electrodes
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were the common mode sense and driven right leg. Vertical
electrooculogram (EOG) was calculated offline as the
difference between electrodes positioned above and below
the left eye. Horizontal EOG was calculated offline as the
difference between electrodes positioned on the outer canthi
of the left and right eyes.
Offline, scalp channels were re-referenced to form bipolar

channels with their immediate neighbors (eg, F4–F8, F4–AF4,
F4–FC6, F4–FC2). Digital filtering was done offline using a
band-pass 0.1–50Hz zero phase shift Butterworth filter
(12 dB/oct). Continuous EEG was partitioned into 4-s
segments. Segments were baseline corrected by setting the
average of the first 50ms of the epoch to zero. Artifact
correction was conducted by rejecting segments from all
bipolar and EOG channels containing activity greater than
±200mV. Next, a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) was performed
in the power domain with a Hamming window with 50%
overlap. The FFT results were averaged over all the segments
to yield average power during the 4-min recording session.
Theta cordance. Dependent measures of theta cordance

combined absolute and relative power in the theta
frequency band (Cook et al, 2009). First, power in four
frequency bands including delta (0.5–3.5Hz), theta (3.5–
7.5 Hz), alpha (7.5–12.5Hz), and beta (12.5–20Hz) was
averaged for bipolar pairs of neighboring electrodes to
obtain absolute power for each frequency, at each electrode,
for each individual. Next, relative theta power at each
electrode was obtained by dividing absolute theta power by
total power summed across the four frequency bands. Then,
absolute and relative theta power values at each electrode
were normalized by dividing by the maximum values of
absolute and relative theta power, respectively, recorded
across the set of electrodes for each individual.
Normalized absolute and relative theta power values

(‘Anorm’ and ‘Rnorm,’ respectively) were then added
together, to obtain theta cordance for each of three frontal
electrodes (F3, Fz, and F4), according to the formula
provided by Cook et al (2009): Cordance(s,f)¼Anorm(s,f)+
Rnorm(s,f), where s and f refer to site and frequency,

respectively. Finally, the dependent measure of FTC was
obtained by averaging theta cordance values obtained for
F3, Fz, and F4 electrodes. To evaluate the topographical
specificity of results, a dependent measure of posterior theta
cordance (PTC) was also obtained by averaging cordance
values at P3, Pz, and P4 electrodes (calculated using the
method just described for F3, Fz, and F4).

RESULTS

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale

Clinical response was defined asX50% HDRS decrease from
pre-treatment baseline. According to this criterion, six
patients were classified as clinical responders and six as
non-responders after 24 weeks of DBS. Table 2 reports
HDRS at three time points. Helmert contrasts showed that
for responders, HDRS was different at baseline compared
with later time points, F(1,5)¼ 25.66, p¼ 0.004, Zp

2¼ 0.84,
and different at 4 weeks compared with 24 weeks,
F(1,5)¼ 48.60, p¼ 0.001, Zp

2¼ 0.91. HDRS for non-respond-
ers was different at baseline compared with later time points,
F(1,5)¼ 27.33, p¼ 0.003, Zp

2¼ 0.84, but not at 4 weeks
compared with 24 weeks, F(1,5)¼ 1.42, p¼ 0.287, Zp

2¼ 0.22.

Theta Cordance

Table 2 reports FTC and PTC at three time points. A mixed-
model repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the
dependent variable theta cordance, with time point (baseline,
4 weeks, 24 weeks) and location (FTC, PTC) as within-
subjects variables and clinical response (responder, non-
responder) as between-subjects variable. The main effects of
time point and clinical response were not statistically
significant, Fo1. The main effect of location was signifi-
cant, F(1,10)¼ 42.29, po0.001, Zp

2¼ 0.809, and was not
qualified by interactions with time point, Fo1, or clinical
response, F¼ 1.48, p¼ 0.252, Zp

2¼ 0.129. Theta cordance
was higher at posterior (M¼ 0.899, SD¼ 0.38) vs frontal
recording sites (M¼ 0.594, SD¼ 0.30).
The interaction of time point and clinical response just

failed to reach statistical significance, F(2,9)¼ 3.42, p¼ 0.053,
Zp
2¼ 0.255, e¼ 1. In a sample of only 12 patients, this result
might be characterized as a credible trend (Supplementary
Figure S1, left panel). Helmert contrasts showed that for
responders, theta cordance was significantly different at
baseline compared with later time points, F(1,5)¼ 7.29,
p¼ 0.043, but was not different at 4 weeks compared with 24
weeks, Fo1. For non-responders, theta cordance was not
significantly different at baseline compared with later time
points, F(1,5)¼ 1.52, p¼ 0.272. The three-way interaction of
time point, location, and clinical response was not signifi-
cant, F(2,9)¼ 1.12, p¼ 0.342, Zp

2¼ 0.102, e¼ 1.

Correlations

Table 3 reports correlations among FTC, PTC, and HDRS at
three time points (Predictive utility for absolute as well as
relative frontal theta power was examined, but no correla-
tions with HDRS were statistically significant, p40.05.).
Notably, FTC at pre-treatment baseline and after 4 weeks
each significantly predicted HDRS after 24 weeks, r¼ 0.623,

Table 1 Demographic Characteristics

Responders Non-responders

Patients (n) 6 6

Females (n) 3 4

Bipolar (n)a 1 2

Received ECT (n) 5 6

Age (years)a 43.0±12.7 37.8±5.5

Education (years)a 16.3±3.2 15.5±1.6

Depressive episodes (#)a 3.5±1.3 9.8±14.9

Age of onset (years old) 21.6±13.2 19.0±5.4

Current episode duration (months) 74.5±59.8 55.2±51.3

Medications failed in current episode (#) 4.5±1.0 6.3±3.1

Current psychotropic medications (#) 3.1±2.4 3.1±2.3

aFurther examined as potential confound (see text).
Demographic characteristics and history of patients with treatment-resistant
depression, separately for patients classified as clinical responders or non-
responders after 24 weeks SCC DBS. Responders and non-responders were
not statistically different for any demographic/history variables, p40.05.
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p¼ 0.031 (Supplementary Figure S2, left panel), and
r¼�0.576 (Supplementary Figure S2, right panel),
p¼ 0.050, respectively. To evaluate topographical specificity
of results, correlations between FTC at three time points
and HDRS at 24 weeks were re-examined in partial
correlations controlling for variance shared with PTC at
24 weeks. The partial correlation between FTC at baseline
and HDRS at 24 weeks, r¼ 0.563, p¼ 0.071, was reduced
compared with the zero-order correlation and no longer
significant, as was that between FTC at 4 weeks and HDRS
at 24 weeks, r¼�0.515, p¼ 0.105. However, the partial
correlation between FTC at 24 weeks and HDRS at 24 weeks,
r¼ 0.217, p¼ 0.522, was positive (and still nonsignificant),
in contrast to the negative zero-order correlation (When
the sign of a zero-order correlation is reversed in the
corresponding partial correlation, it indicates that the third
variable thereby controlled is a ‘suppressor’ in the relation-
ship between the other two (Cohen et al, 2003). Here, this
means that FTC at 24 weeks and PTC at 24 weeks shared
systematic variance with each other that was independent of
variance shared between FTC at 24 weeks and HDRS at 24
weeksFin fact corresponding to error variance in this
relationship (when not statistically controlled in a partial
correlation).). By way of comparison, the partial correlation
between PTC at 24 weeks and HDRS at 24 weeks after
controlling for variance shared with FTC at baseline,
r¼�0.551, p¼ 0.079, was reduced compared with the
zero-order correlation and no longer significant; as was
that controlling for variance shared with FTC at 4 weeks,
r¼�0.560, p¼ 0.073. However, the partial correlation
controlling for variance shared with FTC at 24 weeks,
r¼�0.607, p¼ 0.048, was reduced but remained significant.

Together, results show that PTC at 24 weeks shared variance
with HDRS at 24 weeks that was independent of predictive
associations between FTC at baseline and at 4 weeks with
HDRS at 24 weeks.

Percent-Change

Table 4 reports percent-change values for FTC, PTC, and
HDRS during three time intervals: the earlier (baseline–4
weeks) and later (4–24 weeks) time intervals, as well as over
the course of the entire study (baseline–24 weeks). Percent-
change values were calculated according to a standard
convention, percent-change¼ ((old value�new value)/old
value)� 100. Therefore, positive values indicate percent-
decrease and negative values indicate percent-increase. A
mixed-model repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on
the dependent variable theta cordance percent-change, with
time interval (baseline–4 weeks, 4–24 weeks) and location
(frontal, posterior) as within-subjects variables and clinical
response (responder, non-responder) as a between-subjects
variable. The two-way interaction of time interval and
clinical response appeared as a credible trend, F(1,10)¼ 4.22,
p¼ 0.067, Zp

2¼ 0.297, as did the three-way interaction of time
interval, location, and clinical response, F(1,10)¼ 4.10,
p¼ 0.070, Zp

2¼ 0.291 (Supplementary Figure S1, right panel).
No other effects approached significance, Fo1.

Percent-Change Correlations

Table 5 reports percent-change correlations among FTC,
PTC, and HDRS variables. Notably, FTC percent-change
over the course of the study (baseline–24 weeks) correlated

Table 2 Depression Rating Scale and Theta Cordance Values

Case HDRS Frontal theta cordance Posterior theta cordance

Baseline 4 Weeks 24 Weeks Baseline 4 Weeks 24 Weeks Baseline 4 Weeks 24 Weeks

1-R 20 10 6 0.68 0.90 0.79 0.99 0.91 0.86

2-R 28 16 3 0.12 0.52 0.65 0.85 0.74 0.99

3-R 21 17 10 0.30 0.75 �0.12 0.62 0.89 0.88

4-R 21 19 9 0.53 0.82 0.20 0.38 0.99 0.91

5-R 20 19 10 0.59 0.48 1.21 1.10 0.99 1.12

6-Ra 25 14 3 0.49 0.91 1.15 0.92 1.62 1.70

(Mean-R) (22.50) (15.83) (6.83) (0.45) (0.73) (0.65) (0.81) (1.03) (1.08)

(SD-R) (3.27) (3.43) (3.31) (0.21) (0.19) (0.52) (0.27) (0.31) (0.32)

1-NR 22 18 17 0.75 0.41 0.52 1.29 0.89 0.79

2-NRa 20 18 18 0.63 0.41 0.67 0.33 0.69 0.65

3-NRa,b 25 15 16 1.02 0.09 0.60 0.98 1.05 0.67

4-NR 24 14 15 0.51 0.33 0.85 0.64 0.84 1.27

5-NR 24 20 17 0.91 0.72 0.68 1.22 0.98 0.82

6-NR 26 23 16 0.53 0.63 0.15 0.70 0.56 0.51

(Mean-NR) (23.50) (18.00) (16.50) (0.73) (0.43) (0.58) (0.86) (0.84) (0.79)

(SD-NR) (2.12) (3.29) (1.05) (0.21) (0.22) (0.24) (0.37) (0.18) (0.26)

Abbreviations: HDRS, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; NR, non-responders; R, responders.
aBipolar diagnosis.
bIndividual with extreme number of prior depressed episodes (see text).
Individual scores and descriptive statistics for HDRS scores and frontal/posterior theta cordance values over the course of the study, separately for clinical R and NR.
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with HDRS percent-change over the course of the study
(baseline–24 weeks), r¼�0.601, p¼ 0.039. More robustly
and specifically, however, FTC percent-change in the earlier
time interval (baseline–4 weeks) predicted HDRS percent-
change in the subsequent time interval (4–24 weeks),
r¼�0.790, p¼ 0.002 (Supplementary Figure S3, left panel);
as well as over the course of the study (baseline–24 weeks),
r¼�0.744, p¼ 0.006 (Supplementary Figure S3, right panel).

To evaluate topographical specificity of results, correla-
tions were re-examined after controlling for variance shared
with PTC percent-change (4–24 weeks), in which HDRS
percent-change (baseline–24 weeks) was predicted by:
(1) FTC percent-change (baseline–24 weeks) and (2) FTC
percent-change (baseline–4 weeks). The resulting partial
correlation for: (1) was reduced and no longer significant,
r¼�0.519, p¼ 0.102, and (2) was reduced but remained
significant, r¼�0.700, p¼ 0.016. Together, results show
that the association of FTC percent-change in the earlier
time interval (baseline–4 weeks) predicting HDRS percent-
change over the course of the study (baseline–24 weeks) was
largely independent of variance shared with PTC percent-
change in the later time interval (4–24 weeks).

Demographic Characteristics and History

Demographic characteristics and history variables (see
again Table 1) were examined as potential alternative
explanations for variance in antidepressant response. Of the
quantitative variables, none were statistically different
between responders and non-responders, p40.05. However,
some showed significant correlations with FTC or HDRS
and were therefore examined further. Number of prior
depressive episodes was correlated with FTC at baseline,
r¼ 0.623, p¼ 0.031. However, the strength of this relation-
ship was found to depend on the presence of one extreme
score (40 prior depressive episodes, for a non-responder).
When data from this individual were removed, the
correlation was no longer significant, r¼ 0.470, p¼ 0.145
(In contrast, with data from this individual removed the

Table 4 Depression Rating Scale and Theta Cordance Percent-Change Scores

Case HDRS %-change Frontal theta cordance %-change Posterior theta cordance %-change

BL–4 4–24 BL–24 BL–4 4–24 BL–24 BL–4 4–24 BL–24

1-R 50 40 70 �32.35 12.22 �16.18 8.32 5.19 13.08

2-R 43 81 89 �333.33 �25.00 �441.67 12.67 �33.67 �16.74

3-R 19 41 52 �150.00 116.00 140.00 �43.49 2.14 �40.42

4-R 10 53 57 �54.72 75.61 62.26 �159.82 8.55 �137.62

5-R 5 47 50 18.64 �152.08 �105.08 9.95 �12.25 �1.08

6-Ra 44 79 88 �85.71 �26.37 �134.69 �76.19 �5.12 �85.21

(Mean-R) (28.40) (56.83) (67.80) (�108.35) (�0.41) (�85.83) (�41.43) (�5.86) (�44.67)

(SD-R) (19.55) (18.46) (17.57) (127.27) (94.16) (208.85) (68.23) (15.55) (57.13)

1-NR 18 6 23 45.33 �26.83 30.67 31.04 11.27 38.81

2-NRa 10 0 10 34.92 �63.41 �6.35 �107.32 4.98 �96.99

3-NRa,b 40 �7 36 91.18 �566.67 41.18 �7.01 35.85 31.35

4-NR 42 �7 38 35.29 �157.58 �66.67 �31.91 �50.44 �98.45

5-NR 17 15 29 20.88 5.56 25.27 19.09 16.66 32.57

6-NR 12 30 38 �18.87 76.19 71.70 19.51 10.00 27.56

(Mean-NR) (23.01) (6.20) (28.98) (34.52) (�119.90) (15.82) (�12.77) (4.72) (�10.86)

(SD-NR) (14.15) (14.47) (11.06) (35.81) (226.84) (48.03) (51.61) (29.07) (67.38)

Abbreviations: HDRS, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; NR, non-responders; R, responders.
aBipolar diagnosis.
bIndividual with extreme number of prior depressed episodes (see text).
Individual scores and descriptive statistics for percent-change scores, for HDRS scores and frontal/posterior theta cordance values over the course of the study,
separately for clinical R and NR. Negative values indicate increase and positive values indicate decrease.

Table 3 Correlations among Depression Rating Scale and Theta
Cordance Values

FBL F4 F24 PBL P4 P24 HBL H4 H24

FBL F

F4 �0.333 F

F24 0.178 �0.104 F

PBL 0.414 �0.078 0.409 F

P4 0.147 0.329 0.484 0.294 F

P24 �0.331a 0.309a 0.613*,
a

0.108 0.769** F

HBL�0.204 �0.184 0.004 0.156 0.018 0.115 F

H4 0.026 �0.084 �0.398 �0.101�0.390 �0.452 0.099 F

H24 0.623*�0.576*�0.241 0.001�0.459 �0.613*,
a�0.1450.484 F

Abbreviations: BL, baseline; F, frontal theta cordance; H, Hamilton Depression
Scale scores; P, posterior theta cordance; 4, 4 weeks time point; 24, 24 weeks
time point.
aControlled in partial correlation analyses (see text).
*po0.05.
**po0.01.
N¼ 12.
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zero-order correlation between baseline FTC and 24 weeks
HDRS remained significant, r¼ 0.605, p¼ 0.049, if slightly
reduced compared with that reported for the full sample.
Similarly, all other correlations were duly re-examined after
removing data from this individual but results were not
substantially altered.).
Furthermore, the correlation between FTC at baseline and

HDRS at 24 weeks was re-examined (after removing data
from this individual), while controlling for variance shared
with number of prior depressive episodes. The partial
correlation between FTC at baseline and HDRS at 24 weeks
remained significant, r¼ 0.698, p¼ 0.025, and notably, was
even larger than the zero-order correlation (Finding a
partial correlation that is larger than the original zero-order
correlation is another signature of statistical suppression,
indicating that the third variable thereby controlled is a
‘suppressor’ in the relationship between the other two
(Cohen et al, 2003). Here, this means that number of prior
depressive episodes accounted for variance in FTC, which
corresponded to error variance in the correlation between
FTC and HDRS (when not statistically controlled in a partial
correlation). Note that similar evidence for statistical
suppression was found for the two following demo-
graphic/history variables that were likewise controlled in
partial correlations (years of education, age).). Years of
education was correlated with HDRS at baseline, r¼�0.579,
p¼ 0.048. The partial correlation between FTC percent-
change (baseline–24 weeks) and HDRS percent-change
(baseline–24 weeks), after controlling variance shared with
years of education, r¼�0.662, p¼ 0.027, was significant,
and notably, larger than the zero-order correlation.
Similarly, the partial correlation between FTC percent-
change (baseline–4 weeks) and HDRS percent-change
(baseline–24 weeks), after controlling for variance shared
with years of education, r¼�0.783, p¼ 0.004, remained
significant, and notably, was even larger than the zero-order
correlation. Age was correlated with HDRS at 4 weeks,
r¼�0.651, p¼ 0.022. The partial correlation between FTC
percent-change (baseline–4 weeks) and HDRS percent-

change (4–24 weeks), after controlling for variance shared
with age, r¼�0.803, p¼ 0.002, remained significant, and
notably, was even larger than the zero-order correlation.
Unipolar/bipolar diagnosis showed a possible trend for
association with clinical response, w2¼ 3, p¼ 0.083. How-
ever, no correlations (Spearman’s rank-order) with FTC or
HDRS variables were significant, p40.05. Together, results
show that predictive associations between FTC and HDRS
variables were largely independent of variance shared with
demographic/history variables including number of prior
depressed episodes, years of education, age, or unipolar/
bipolar diagnosis.

DISCUSSION

SCC DBS appears to be a promising approach to TRD, but is
invasive, costly, and has potential for adverse effects.
Therefore, it is important to identify potential biomarkers
for predicting antidepressant response to DBS treatment
before intervention. This study examined the utility of
resting-state FTC at baseline as well as early changes during
treatment for predicting antidepressant response to DBS.
Two main questions were addressed: (1) would FTC at
baseline predict antidepressant response, and (2) would
early changes in FTC predict antidepressant response? It
was expected that FTC at pre-treatment baseline and FTC
changes early after treatment onset would both be
predictive of antidepressant response to treatment by SCC
DBS. In answer to these questions, it was found that: (1)
lower FTC at baseline (and higher FTC at 4 weeks) predicted
better antidepressant response at 24 weeks, and (2) early
FTC increases (baseline–4 weeks) predicted better anti-
depressant response subsequently (4–24 weeks) and over
the course of the study (baseline–24 weeks).
It is worth emphasizing that FTC was here ‘predictive’ of

antidepressant response in two senses of the word:
statistical relationship and moreover, temporal precedence.
Therefore, it is permissible to suppose that FTC changes

Table 5 Correlations among Depression Rating Scale and Theta Cordance Percent-Change Scores

Frontal theta cordance %-ch Posterior theta cordance %-ch HDRS %-ch

BL–4 4–24 BL–24 BL–4 4–24 BL–24 BL–4 4–24 BL–24

F%-ch BL–4 F

F%-ch 4–24 �0.447 F

F%-ch BL–24 0.650* 0.067 F

P%-ch BL–4 0.021 �0.172 �0.184 F

P%-ch 4–24 0.439a �0.187 0.625*,a �0.005 F

P%-ch BL–24 0.152 �0.221 0.057 0.904** 0.415 F

H%-ch BL–4 �0.271 �0.305 �0.441 0.193 �0.287 0.037 F

H%-ch 4–24 �0.790** 0.460 �0.544 �0.138 �0.260 �0.188 0.157 F

H%-ch BL–24 �0.744** 0.206 �0.601* �0.042 �0.354a �0.156 0.561 0.890** F

Abbreviations: BL, baseline; F, frontal theta cordance; H, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale scores (HDRS); P, posterior theta cordance; %-ch, percent-change;
4, 4 weeks time point; 24, 24 weeks time point.
aControlled in partial correlation analysis (see text).
*po0.05.
**po0.01.
N¼ 12.
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might have been part of a causal chain of events linking
SCC DBS to subsequent changes in depression severity.
In contrast, PTC (at 24 weeks) was concurrently associated
with antidepressant response (at 24 weeks), and therefore
was only ‘predictive’ of antidepressant response in terms of
statistical relationship. Overall, results suggest a picture in
which early increases in FTC reflected the initiation of a
process of PFC and/or ACC normalization, concurrent with
ongoing SCC DBS, which led to subsequent decreases in
depression. PTC appeared to be only epiphenomenally
related to these events. Mechanisms of DBS are best studied
with higher resolution methods and will require extensive
modeling techniques of higher density dataFanalyses that
are beyond the scope of this report. Such work will likely
will require modeling of network dynamics and not
necessarily states of any one region in isolation. Future
studies will attempt to correlate concurrently acquired PET
and EEG to address these issues.
Given the small sample size and the importance of

accurately determining the nature of biomarkers for potential
clinical applications, replication of present findings is crucial.
Present findings are overall consistent with previous ones in
the broadest sense that FTC at pre-treatment baseline and
FTC changes from baseline were strongly predictive of
subsequent antidepressant response. However, present find-
ings are somewhat discrepant with previous ones at a more
detailed level. Specifically, in previous studies in which
patients were treated by antidepressant medications, FTC
decreases from baseline have predicted better clinical
response (Bares et al, 2008, 2010, 2012; Cook et al, 2002;
Hunter et al, 2010). Moreover, Bares et al (2012) found
higher FTC at baseline for clinical responders compared with
non-responders. Similarly, Pizzagalli et al (2001, 2002) and
Mulert et al (2007) found that higher theta CSD at pre-
treatment baseline localized to rostral ACC predicted better
clinical response to antidepressant medications.
In this study, in contrast, it was found that: (1) lower FTC

at baseline and (2) early FTC increases from baseline were
each associated with better clinical response to SCC DBS.
Additional studies will be required to clarify apparent
discrepancies between these findings and those previously
reported in other depression subgroups treated with various
medications. Considering some possible reasons for these
apparent discrepancies, it should first be remembered there
are many potential neural generators contributing to the
present FTC measures, including medial PFC as well as
rostral ACC. Moreover, theta activity can be correlated
between ACC and PFC (Pizzagalli et al, 2003). It cannot be
determined whether present results are due to direct DBS
effects at the anatomical target of direct stimulation or
somewhere downstream in the distributed limbic–cortical
network for mood and affect regulation, which is hypothe-
sized to be dysfunctional in TRD (Mayberg, 2009). If it can
be supposed that the present FTC measures reflected
substantial contributions from PFC, finding that FTC
increases predicted depression decreases would make better
sense, and would be moreover consistent with the notion of
hypofrontality as a causal mechanism in the etiology and
maintenance of major depressive disorder and TRD.
Although the mechanism of action for SCC DBS is not

well understood, it would likely be characteristically
different from that for the various antidepressant medica-

tions that have been examined in previous studies. In this
connection, a singular aspect of the present group of
patients was that all had previously failed to respond to
antidepressant therapies similar to those under investiga-
tion in previous reports, as well as ECT. Furthermore, that
patients in the present sample were likely atypical as well
in terms of disease severity, chronicity, and resistance
to treatment. Other characteristics that could distinguish
the present sample of patients from those in previous
investigations include the facts that patients were all
receiving various drug therapies concurrently with DBS,
and that patients with unipolar and bipolar depression
subtypes were mixed together. However, some of these
potential influences were statistically evaluated in this
report (number of prior depressive episodes, number of
current medications, and unipolar/bipolar diagnosis), and
were not found to be strongly impacting the predictive
relationships between FTC and antidepressant response.
Nevertheless, potential influences from sample character-
istics cannot be discounted; therefore independent replica-
tions with larger samples are needed.
Additional technical factors may have contributed to

these results; however, none seem sufficient to explain the
robust individual differences among patients in FTC at
baseline and after 4 weeks, or the systematic associations of
these with antidepressant response. Possibilities include the
following. (1) The electrodes chosen to represent FTC (F3,
Fz, and F4) were different from what is typical (Fp1, Fz, and
Fp2). However, some previous studies have included F4 (eg,
Cook et al, 2009), so the present set of frontal electrodes is
mostly overlapping with those in previous studies. (2) DBS
was discontinued just before each EEG recording session
(and was re-started at the conclusion) to avoid gross
stimulation artifact. Therefore, results might have been
partially affected by transient changes in SCC/medial PFC
activation associated with discontinuation of DBS. However,
all patients were exposed to a similar discontinuation
protocol and there were no acute changes in behavior or
self-report with discontinuation of DBS in any of the
patients. (3) Resting-state EEG was recorded with eyes open
(to minimize potential drowsiness). This would likely result
in less contribution from power in alpha frequencies, and
thus could have led to overestimation of relative power in
theta frequencies for cordance calculations. (4) Breach
rhythms (Cobb et al, 1979) can distort EEG recordings
located near a skull defect (because of, eg, injury or
craniotomy), showing enhanced power mainly for faster
frequency oscillations such as mu and beta (Brigo et al,
2010). Theoretically, breach rhythms could have affected
cordance calculations. However, there was little to no
remaining opening in the skull from DBS surgery and
electrode implantation, as there was a cap placed in the
quarter-size burr hole. Any minor skull opening was
restricted to parasaggital skull just anterior to the coronal
suture, which would not be especially close to focal
recording sites for FTC or PTC measures. Moreover, all
patients had a standardized surgical procedure with
comparably sized burr holes placed in a near identical
location. Thus, breach rhythms do not seem sufficient to
explain the robust individual differences among patients
in FTC at baseline and after 4 weeks DBS, or the sys-
tematic associations of these with antidepressant response.
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Additional studies are needed to better evaluate possible
effects on FTC because of DBS surgery and electrode
implantation independently of effects of chronic intracra-
nial stimulation.

CONCLUSIONS

FTC at pre-treatment baseline and FTC changes early in
treatment both have potential utility as biomarkers for
predicting 6-month clinical response to SCC DBS for
TRD.
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